
From: sunnyday.alaska@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Ryan
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:05:22 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Victoria Ryan
6740 Sequoia Cir  Anchorage, AK 99516-3722
sunnyday.alaska@gmail.com

mailto:sunnyday.alaska@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sunnyday.alaska@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: yahwehshalljudge@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ted Bartko
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:06 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Ted Bartko
2850 N Lazy Mountain Dr  Palmer, AK 99645-8700
yahwehshalljudge@gmail.com

mailto:yahwehshalljudge@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:yahwehshalljudge@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: tlcatlin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa Catlin
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:04:46 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I live and work in Naknek and I personally know Abe Williams and his family.  I believe that Abe is a good man,
and although he does live in Anchorage now, he grew up here.  Nevertheless, I don't think that Abe represents the
vast majority of the people who live here, or Alaskans in general.  I think it's wrong to put someone on the
influential board of fisheries that derives a significant part of his income from a company that wants to put a mine in
the headwaters of Bristol Bay, putting water and salmon at high risk.  I am signing the letter below, along with many
others who see this as "stacking the deck", something that our governor and president have been doing shamefully.

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Teresa Catlin
PO Box 18  Naknek, AK 99633-0018
tlcatlin@gmail.com

mailto:tlcatlin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tlcatlin@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: teresa_lowrey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa Lowrey
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:11:20 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Teresa Lowrey
2800 N Quartz Cir  Wasilla, AK 99654-3409
teresa_lowrey@yahoo.com

mailto:teresa_lowrey@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:teresa_lowrey@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: Tracirush13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Traci Rush
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:09:44 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Traci Rush
PO Box 746  Sitka, AK 99835-0746
Tracirush13@yahoo.com

mailto:Tracirush13@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Tracirush13@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: aldermonkey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ty Hewitt
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:13:15 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Ty Hewitt
5033 Marlowe Ave  Anchorage, AK 99508-3738
aldermonkey@gmail.com

mailto:aldermonkey@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:aldermonkey@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: eovbak@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Vicki Bassett
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:08:38 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Vicki Bassett
3900 Glacier Hwy  Juneau, AK 99801-7228
eovbak@gmail.com

mailto:eovbak@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:eovbak@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: terryms@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Slaven
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:05:41 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Terry Slaven
1800 E Pintail Dr  Wasilla, AK 99654-2612
terryms@gci.net

mailto:terryms@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:terryms@gci.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: vsargent9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Vicky Sargent
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:15:17 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Vicky Sargent
3730 Core Ct Apt 1 Anchorage, AK 99502-5232
vsargent9@gmail.com

mailto:vsargent9@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:vsargent9@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: rhattle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rev.Robert Hattle
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:03:49 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Rev. Robert Hattle
PO Box 2676  Sitka, AK 99835-2676
rhattle@mac.com

mailto:rhattle@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rhattle@mac.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: warrenkeogh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Warren Keogh
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:05:31 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Warren Keogh
PO Box 1166  Chickaloon, AK 99674-1166
warrenkeogh@gmail.com

mailto:warrenkeogh@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:warrenkeogh@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: bherman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Herman
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:19:20 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I am writing about the Governor's short-sighted desire to put a Pebble Mine employee, Abe Williams, on the
fisheries board. How outrageous a suggestion! A wolf (with lots of money to influence others) in the hen house!

It is NOT the role of the Alaska Board of Fisheries to have members that represent a specific development such as
Pebble Mine. Its role is to protect fisheries from unreasonable risk and COUNTERBALANCE other sections of
government that have as their mission to encourage development.

Expecting a lake filled with pollutants created by the Pebble Mine that is supposed to last in perpetuity and never
leak, is RIDICULOUS. I doubt it would last past 50 years. And there are many other aspects of Pebble's plan that
are outrageous.

Our red salmon fisheries in Bristol Bay that has provided nutrients to Alaska for millions of years is WAY MORE
VALUABLE and is way more likely to last in perpetuity if we protect it.

PLEASE REJECT THIS NOMINATION.

Thank you,

Bill (William) Herman
Resident of Alaska for 45 years

Sincerely,
William Herman
1845 Parkside Dr  Anchorage, AK 99501-5751
bherman@gci.net

mailto:bherman@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bherman@gci.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: wrice@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wilson Rice
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:10:32 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

Dear Senator Costello,
I am writing you in regard to the protection of the Alaskan salmon industry.
Appointing a lobbyist for Pebble Mine to the Board of Fish will create an appalling conflict of interest.  The role of
the Board of Fish is to conserve our fisheries and to resolve allocation between the various user groups.  Pebble is
certainly not a user group, and the question of whether the Bristol Bay salmon fishery is worth saving is not part of
the Board's job.  Appointing Abe Williams to the Board of Fisheries is like appointing Ethan Berkowitz to the
Republican Party's Central Committee.  This henhouse needs a fox-proof rejection.

Sincerely,
Wilson Rice
2338 Douglas Dr  Anchorage, AK 99517-1158
wrice@acsalaska.net

mailto:wrice@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:wrice@acsalaska.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: flyfishingislife@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zack Bradford
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:07:49 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Zack Bradford
1401 Matheson Dr  South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150-8015
flyfishingislife@yahoo.com

mailto:flyfishingislife@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:flyfishingislife@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: tidolan95@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Theresa Dolan
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:36 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Theresa Dolan
8770 Jewel Terrace Cir  Anchorage, AK 99502-5178
tidolan95@yahoo.com

mailto:tidolan95@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tidolan95@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: redstar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Racheali Feller
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:08:47 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Racheali Feller
536 W 13th Ave  Anchorage, AK 99501-4339
redstar@acsalaska.net

mailto:redstar@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:redstar@acsalaska.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: rebeccaclark769@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Clark
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:15:12 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Clark
7524 Lena Ave  West Hills, CA 91307-1523
rebeccaclark769@yahoo.com

mailto:rebeccaclark769@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rebeccaclark769@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: rsbatjcse@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renee Blake
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:13:46 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I am writing to express my significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

I urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that has
the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Renee Blake
3785 E Serendipity Loop  Wasilla, AK 99654-2824
rsbatjcse@aol.com

mailto:rsbatjcse@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rsbatjcse@aol.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: tmonicken@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Monicken
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:07:32 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Thomas Monicken
2000 Alston Rd  Fairbanks, AK 99709-5329
tmonicken@yahoo.com

mailto:tmonicken@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tmonicken@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: rdeakins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Deakins
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:14:45 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Richard Deakins
18025 Glacier Hwy  Juneau, AK 99801-8334
rdeakins@gci.net

mailto:rdeakins@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rdeakins@gci.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: rickhand1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Herron
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:05 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I'm writing to express significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

I urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that has
the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Richard Herron
3705 Arctic Blvd # 531 Anchorage, AK 99503-5774
rickhand1@gmail.com

mailto:rickhand1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rickhand1@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: poolee7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Poole
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:44 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Thomas Poole
PO Box 3924  Ketchum, ID 83340-3901
poolee7@msn.com

mailto:poolee7@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:poolee7@msn.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: tomrice1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Rice
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:15:04 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Thomas Rice
575 Bailey Waters Rd  Dawsonville, GA 30534-1817
tomrice1@windstream.net

mailto:tomrice1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tomrice1@windstream.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: tim.hinterberger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tim Hinterberger
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:02:27 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I am writing to express significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is to conserve and develop Alaska’s fisheries; confirmation of Mr. Williams would
create an undeniable conflict of interest for the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
damage to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the harm it would cause to the local fisheries raise grave
concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve and
develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Tim Hinterberger
905 W 12th Ave  Anchorage, AK 99501-4312
tim.hinterberger@gmail.com

mailto:tim.hinterberger@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tim.hinterberger@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: bowmantim38@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Timothy Bowman
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:03:49 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I have floated and fished the rivers flowing into Bristol Bay and I know what is at stake and at risk by the proposed
Pebble Mine.  I oppose Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by Governor Dunleavy, and to
encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Timothy Bowman
7754 Port Orford Dr  Anchorage, AK 99507-6018
bowmantim38@gmail.com

mailto:bowmantim38@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bowmantim38@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: Bovidae_2001@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Halpin
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:06:34 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

REJECT!

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Robert Halpin
4628 Grumman St  Anchorage, AK 99507-1514
Bovidae_2001@yahoo.com

mailto:Bovidae_2001@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Bovidae_2001@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: Robert.a.Hixon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Hixon
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:15:37 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Robert Hixon
11538 Upper Sunny Cir Unit A Eagle River, AK 99577-7414
Robert.a.Hixon@gmail.com

mailto:Robert.a.Hixon@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:Robert.a.Hixon@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: littlestoneflyfisher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Triggs
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:53 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Robert Triggs
PO Box 261  Port Townsend, WA 98368-0261
littlestoneflyfisher@mail.com

mailto:littlestoneflyfisher@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:littlestoneflyfisher@mail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: gogovernon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Vernon
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:05:21 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I am shocked that Dunleavy has the disregard for us, the electorate of Alaska, to nominate Abe Williams’ to the
Board of Fisheries AND I IAM A STOCKHOLDER IN NORTHERN DYNASTY.
I encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and demand the Governor find a more suitable candidate that has
the faith of fishermen.

Sincerely,
Robert Vernon
3356 Beluga Pl  Homer, AK 99603-7818
gogovernon@yahoo.com

mailto:gogovernon@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:gogovernon@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: ronmend37@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ron Mendelblat
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:13 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Ron Mendelblat
5757 N Sheridan Rd Apt 13J Chicago, IL 60660-8707
ronmend37@gmail.com

mailto:ronmend37@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ronmend37@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: rleger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronny Leger
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:05 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Ronny Leger
9434 Dillon Ct  Durham, CA 95938-9697
rleger@pacbell.net

mailto:rleger@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rleger@pacbell.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: mcguirerosemary@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rosemary McGuire
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:09:44 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Rosemary McGuire
PO Box 1411  Fairbanks, AK 99775-0001
mcguirerosemary@gmail.com

mailto:mcguirerosemary@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:mcguirerosemary@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: akarose2009@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rosemary Watabe
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:02:22 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Rosemary Watabe
558 Ookpik Way  Fairbanks, AK 99709-6782
akarose2009@gmail.com

mailto:akarose2009@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:akarose2009@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: rwhit_54952@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rosemary Whitmore
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:14:54 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Rosemary Whitmore
1200 S Badger Rd  Palmer, AK 99645-9016
rwhit_54952@yahoo.com

mailto:rwhit_54952@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:rwhit_54952@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: fishingferg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Roy Ferguson
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:45 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Roy Ferguson
2828 S Heather Gardens Way Apt B Aurora, CO 80014-5683
fishingferg@yahoo.com

mailto:fishingferg@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:fishingferg@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: taradenbaugh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of TODD RADENBAUGH
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:13:38 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I am writing to express my many concerns about Governor Dunleavy's nomination of Mr. Abe Williams to the
Board of Fisheries and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
TODD RADENBAUGH
PO Box 1071  Dillingham, AK 99576-1071
taradenbaugh@gmail.com

mailto:taradenbaugh@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:taradenbaugh@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: tonytke@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tony Marra
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:07:32 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Tony Marra
42 Terrapin Trl  Crawfordville, FL 32327-4505
tonytke@yahoo.com

mailto:tonytke@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tonytke@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: grlakesfx3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Kimble
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:07:40 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sandra Kimble
4210 Huntington Ave NE  Grand Rapids, MI 49525-6114
grlakesfx3@gmail.com

mailto:grlakesfx3@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:grlakesfx3@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: sara.loewen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sara Loewen
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:07:48 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I am writing about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by Governor Dunleavy, and am asking
that the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sara Loewen
2069 Ridge Cir  Kodiak, AK 99615-7234
sara.loewen@gmail.com

mailto:sara.loewen@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sara.loewen@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: varrati@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sean Varrati
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:08:23 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sean Varrati
3007 W 30th Ave  Anchorage, AK 99517-1761
varrati@gmail.com

mailto:varrati@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:varrati@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: shaneyellin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of shane yellin
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:13:05 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
shane yellin
4517 Cove Dr  Carlsbad, CA 92008-4218
shaneyellin@gmail.com

mailto:shaneyellin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:shaneyellin@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: ilynne@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Sheehan
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 5:57:42 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sharon Sheehan
13175 S Waldo Fox Cir  Big Lake, AK 99652
ilynne@yahoo.com

mailto:ilynne@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ilynne@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: sharonsnelling@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Snelling
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:14:54 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

After living in Alaska for 40 years and seeing the struggles between environmental and economic interests, it is
unbelievable that the Pebble Mine project with its advocates continues to have a voice and a possible future. We
should have learned that Incidents like the Exxon Valdez happen and the toll is NEVER erased. 

The Pebble Mine project is certainly of local consequence, but the worldwide effect would be catastrophic. The
resource that should be protected is not one that can be recreated. We, as a world, cannot FARM our way to a
healthy food source.

The recent appointment of Abe Williams to the Alaska Board of Fisheries should be seen as a glaring sign of
Dunleavy’s bias In favor of the Pebble Mine interest, as Williams role on the Board would be clearly a conflict of
interest as he is a significant part of, and paid by, the Pebble Mine Canadian owners.

The appointment should be seen for what it is: A vote from the current administration to move an economic interest
forward that would sacrifice the interests of local Alaskans, Alaskans as a whole, and the world-wide health of the
salmon industry.

Abe Williams should NOT be confirmed.

Sincerely,
Sharon Snelling
71 Loafer Ln  Port Angeles, WA 98362-8143
sharonsnelling@gmail.com

mailto:sharonsnelling@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sharonsnelling@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: onlinest@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelaine Thompson
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:13:02 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Shelaine Thompson
193 Ocean Park Dr  Anchorage, AK 99515-3402
onlinest@gci.net

mailto:onlinest@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:onlinest@gci.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: dohnersimmons@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheree Dohner
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:15:19 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our concern, our outrage and disgust, over the nomination of Mr. Abe Williams to the
Board of Fisheries by Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine. He has filed a lawsuit
funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, mischaracterized the overwhelming
views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the proposed mine, and testified dozens
of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would permanently destroy between 105-300
miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to the proposed Pebble mine and
willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries is very concerning and raises
unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve and develop Alaska’s
fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sheree Dohner
531 Saint Patrick Rd  Fairbanks, AK 99709-6112
dohnersimmons@gmail.com

mailto:dohnersimmons@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:dohnersimmons@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: shereealaska@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheree Warner Nyren
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 5:55:56 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sheree Warner Nyren
815 P St  Anchorage, AK 99501-3237
shereealaska@gmail.com

mailto:shereealaska@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:shereealaska@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: baechler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheryl Baechler
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:06:11 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I am writing to express my significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sheryl Baechler
295 E Fairview Ave  Homer, AK 99603-7549
baechler@gci.net

mailto:baechler@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:baechler@gci.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: salasky@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheryl Salasky
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:14:06 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sheryl Salasky
TALKEETNA SPUR Rd Mile 65 Talkeetna, AK 99676
salasky@mtaonline.net

mailto:salasky@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:salasky@mtaonline.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: siobhanjac@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Siobhan Choi
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:02:37 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

I am writing to express my significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Aside from the severe impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state's most important fisheries,
Mr. Williams serving on the Board of Fisheries would be a gross conflict of interest. Mr. Williams has spent much
of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine. In recent years he has filed a lawsuit funded by the
Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently mischaracterized the overwhelming
views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the proposed mine, and testified dozens
of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would permanently destroy between 105-300
miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to the proposed Pebble mine and
willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries raise grave concerns and
unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve and develop Alaska’s
fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

I strongly urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate
that has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Siobhan Choi
7372 Tyre Dr  Anchorage, AK 99502-2304
siobhanjac@hotmail.com

mailto:siobhanjac@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:siobhanjac@hotmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: stephenroedel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Roedel
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:05:29 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Stephen Roedel
1022 Madison Ave  Prospect Park, PA 19076-2124
stephenroedel@comcast.net

mailto:stephenroedel@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:stephenroedel@comcast.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: suesprinkle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sue Sprinkle
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 11:49:20 AM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sue Sprinkle
211 5th Ave  Fairbanks, AK 99701-5023
suesprinkle@alaska.net

mailto:suesprinkle@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:suesprinkle@alaska.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: susanmfalk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Falk
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 7:47:20 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Susan Falk
16245 Chasewood Ln  Anchorage, AK 99516-4828
susanmfalk@yahoo.com

mailto:susanmfalk@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:susanmfalk@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: suendeb439@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Gill
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:12:53 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Susan Gill
439 Kennedy St  Juneau, AK 99801-1054
suendeb439@gmail.com

mailto:suendeb439@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:suendeb439@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: susan.smith@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Smith
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 6:02:26 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Susan Smith
281 Church St  Guilford, CT 06437-2403
susan.smith@uconn.edu

mailto:susan.smith@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:susan.smith@uconn.edu
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: annemiekepowers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susanne Powers
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 5:55:55 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

This letter expresses my feelings better than I can, but I want to reiterate that I am very concerned about the
proposed Pebble Mine's effect on the Bristol Bay's fisheries and do not believe that the mine can be built and
operated in a manner that protects the fisheries.  Nominating Mr. Abe Williams to the Board of Fisheries appears to
me to be a direct conflict of interest.

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Susanne Powers
935 N Bette Alexis Cir  Palmer, AK 99645-7401
annemiekepowers@gmail.com

mailto:annemiekepowers@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:annemiekepowers@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: tcarey432@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of T Carey
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:07:38 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries. Doing anything less
would be a gross dereliction of your duties. Thank you.

Sincerely,
T Carey
13950 NW Greenwood Dr  Portland, OR 97229-2347
tcarey432@hotmail.com

mailto:tcarey432@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tcarey432@hotmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: Mr. Jackson
To: Senate Resources
Cc: Rep. Ben Carpenter; Rep. Sarah Vance
Subject: Board of Fish appointments
Date: Friday, August 28, 2020 9:25:46 AM

Senate Resource Committee Members,
 
Regarding the current makeup of the Board of Fish (BoF), ask yourself for each one, is this 
person there to do what is best for fish and ALL Alaskans or is there an underlying motive for 
their appointment? It may be well past time to form a professional board to manage this 
resource. Barring that, Robert Ruffner looked at science data and was a neutral, yet strong 
voice on the BoF. 
Please consider, please remember, that your actions on board appointments affect lives. We 
need to fish, to feed the world and to feed our own families. We need elected people that will 
truly represent people. One way you can do this is by taking a stand against unfair practices of 
allowing appointees to be confirmed when in your heart you know they may not be the best 
person for the position.
 
Please confirm Jensen, appoint Ruffner, and again consider that this needs to be a 
professional, unbiased board for future generations of both fish, and fishermen. 
 
Please represent, don't allow pay to play as a way to be appointed and confirmed for a board 
seat. 
 
Thank you,
Tony Jackson

mailto:mrjacksonteaches@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov
mailto:Rep.Ben.Carpenter@akleg.gov
mailto:Rep.Sarah.Vance@akleg.gov


From: richardmcgahan
To: Senate Resources
Subject: Board of Fish Nominines
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 7:31:47 PM

Dear Senators,

With these appointments, the board will be dominated with members from Gov. Dunleavy’s home districts.

Of these nominations, I ask you to ONLY confirm John Jensen. He is a previous board member and the only
candidate from a coastal community.

I also ask for you to appoint Robert Ruffner. Mr. Ruffner is a scientist and previous director of the Kenai Watershed
Forum. He DID NOT get appointed for campaigning or donating to a governor’s campaign, and although he
requested to continue to serve, (and is not a sports fisherman, guide or commercial fisherman) he was not re-
appointed by Gov. Dunleavy. Nor, did Gov. Dunleavy even reply to him. Our B.O.F. sends all of Alaska to fish on
the Kenai Peninsula, and we have no representation on the board. We need a representative from the Kenai and also
one who votes for the FISH.
It is a slap in the face to the people of the upper Cook Inlet to have John Woods writing proposals and voting on
those proposals, and regulations for the upper Cook Inlet commercial fishermen WITHOUT ever being confirmed
by the legislature. This should not happen. And it looks like it could happen again.

Thank you for your consideration,
Richard C. McGahan, Sr.
Nikiski, Alaska

mailto:boulderpoint@alaska.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: v.duggin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Vicki Duggin
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:08:48 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Vicki Duggin
PO Box 42  Kenai, AK 99611-0042
v.duggin@yahoo.com

mailto:v.duggin@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:v.duggin@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: crowbar1947@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of r kohal
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:13:03 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
r kohal
4103 Northwood Dr Apt 1 Anchorage, AK 99517-3064
crowbar1947@gmail.com

mailto:crowbar1947@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:crowbar1947@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: richlroth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Rothstein
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 7:21:24 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Richard Rothstein
2409 La Honda Dr  Anchorage, AK 99517-1343
richlroth@mac.com

mailto:richlroth@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:richlroth@mac.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: santaak@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richmond TOLLES
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 8:30:04 AM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Richmond TOLLES
HC 60 Box 4012  Haines, AK 99827-9505
santaak@yahoo.com

mailto:santaak@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:santaak@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: river@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of River Bean
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 8:51:36 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
River Bean
1305 N Smith Rd  Palmer, AK 99645-8604
river@arcticorganics.com

mailto:river@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:river@arcticorganics.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: ryanasto1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ryan Astalos
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:13:34 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Ryan Astalos
1552 Primrose St  Anchorage, AK 99508-3062
ryanasto1@gmail.com

mailto:ryanasto1@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ryanasto1@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: smcbeen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel McBeen
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 7:13:41 AM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Samuel McBeen
PO Box 23  Tenakee Springs, AK 99841-0023
smcbeen@yahoo.com

mailto:smcbeen@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:smcbeen@yahoo.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: sharonm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon McEntee
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Friday, August 28, 2020 7:44:03 AM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sharon McEntee
22671 E Anderson Dr  Sutton, AK 99674
sharonm@mtaonline.net

mailto:sharonm@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:sharonm@mtaonline.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: tom3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Snyder
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 2:37:31 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Thomas Snyder
4400 Riverton Ave  Anchorage, AK 99516-3696
tom3@gci.net

mailto:tom3@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:tom3@gci.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: shanah.stone@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shoshanah Stone
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 10:08:52 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Shoshanah Stone
2425 Marian Bay Cir  Anchorage, AK 99515-3112
shanah.stone@gci.net

mailto:shanah.stone@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:shanah.stone@gci.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: ramblinarat@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tara Findlay
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:08:02 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Tara Findlay
404 Bonanza Ave  Homer, AK 99603-7633
ramblinarat@gmail.com

mailto:ramblinarat@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ramblinarat@gmail.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: ssn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sibylle Schwarz
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:10:20 PM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination. 

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Sibylle Schwarz
18635 2nd St  Eagle River, AK 99577-8345
ssn@rupertsland.com

mailto:ssn@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:ssn@rupertsland.com
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov


From: bias@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Vogt
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2020 4:57:36 AM

Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee,

We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination.  How is mining compatible with
fishing!??  It isn't and he doesn't belong on the board!

The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams
would call into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.

Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe
impacts to the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has
filed a lawsuit funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently
mischaracterized the overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the
proposed mine, and testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would
permanently destroy between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to
the proposed Pebble mine and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries
raise grave concerns and unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve
and develop Alaska’s fisheries.

Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board
member in good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active
advocate for the Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.

 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that
has the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries.

Sincerely,
Susan Vogt
269 Bias Dr E  Fairbanks, AK 99712-2502
bias@alaska.net

mailto:bias@everyactioncustom.com
mailto:bias@alaska.net
mailto:SenateResources@akleg.gov
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Madison Govin

From: rick.luttmann@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rick Luttmann 
<rick.luttmann@everyactioncustom.com>

Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 10:29 PM
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue

 
Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee, 
 
We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by 
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination.   
 
The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams would call 
into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.  
 
Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe impacts to 
the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has filed a lawsuit 
funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently mischaracterized the 
overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the proposed mine, and 
testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would permanently destroy 
between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to the proposed Pebble mine 
and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries raise grave concerns and 
unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve and develop Alaska’s 
fisheries.  
 
Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board member in 
good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active advocate for the 
Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.  
 
 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that has 
the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rick Luttmann 
PO Box 144  Eek, AK 99578-0144 
rick.luttmann@sonoma.edu 
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Madison Govin

From: suzric26@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of SUZAN RICKEY <suzric26
@everyactioncustom.com>

Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 5:18 PM
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue

 
Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee, 
 
We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by 
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination.   
 
The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams would call 
into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.  
 
Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe impacts to 
the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has filed a lawsuit 
funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently mischaracterized the 
overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the proposed mine, and 
testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would permanently destroy 
between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to the proposed Pebble mine 
and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries raise grave concerns and 
unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve and develop Alaska’s 
fisheries.  
 
Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board member in 
good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active advocate for the 
Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.  
 
 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that has 
the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries. 
 
Sincerely, 
SUZAN RICKEY 
15809 NE 56th Way  Redmond, WA 98052-4842 suzric26@gmail.com 
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Madison Govin

From: wanat@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Wanat 
<wanat@everyactioncustom.com>

Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 9:19 PM
To: Senate Resources
Subject: *****SPAM****** I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue

 
Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee, 
 
We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by 
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination.   
 
The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams would call 
into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.  
 
Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe impacts to 
the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has filed a lawsuit 
funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently mischaracterized the 
overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the proposed mine, and 
testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would permanently destroy 
between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to the proposed Pebble mine 
and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries raise grave concerns and 
unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve and develop Alaska’s 
fisheries.  
 
Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board member in 
good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active advocate for the 
Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.  
 
 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that has 
the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries. 
 
Sincerely, 
Thomas Wanat 
20313 New England Dr  Eagle River, AK 99577-7114 wanat@gci.net 
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Madison Govin

From: uly_g@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of uly silkey <uly_g@everyactioncustom.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 6:05 PM
To: Senate Resources
Subject: I am writing to you today regarding a very important issue

 
Dear Alaska Senate Resources Committee, 
 
We are writing to express our significant concerns about Mr. Abe Williams’ nomination to the Board of Fisheries by 
Governor Dunleavy, and to encourage the Legislature to reject his nomination.   
 
The role of the Board of Fish is  conserving and developing Alaska’s fisheries and confirmation of Mr. Williams would call 
into question the Board’s ability to responsibly manage Bristol Bay fisheries.  
 
Mr. Williams has spent much of his career working to promote the proposed Pebble mine, which risks severe impacts to 
the sustainability and profitability of one of our state’s most important fisheries. In recent years he has filed a lawsuit 
funded by the Pebble Limited Partnership against fellow commercial fishermen, consistently mischaracterized the 
overwhelming views of commercial fishermen and local communities from the region on the proposed mine, and 
testified dozens of times in support of developing the project despite the fact that it would permanently destroy 
between 105-300 miles of rivers and streams in the region. His long-standing commitment to the proposed Pebble mine 
and willingness to cast aside the undeniable harm it would cause to the local fisheries raise grave concerns and 
unresolvable conflicts with his ability to fulfill the responsibilities of the Board to conserve and develop Alaska’s 
fisheries.  
 
Bristol Bay has maintained near constant representation on the Board of Fish for 40 years. Replacing a board member in 
good standing who represents both the State’s largest salmon fishery and rural Alaska with an active advocate for the 
Pebble Mine flies in the face of the values and priorities the Board of Fish is mandated to represent.  
 
 We urge the legislature to reject the nomination and encourage the Governor to find a more suitable candidate that has 
the faith of fishermen in fulfilling the Board’s important role in managing our fisheries. 
 
Sincerely, 
uly silkey 
505 Craig Ave  Fairbanks, AK 99701-3201 
uly_g@yahoo.com 
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